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A Numismatist’s Quest for Inspiration: 

Notes on the NSI-NB Show-and-Tell Competition 2022 

As we grow deeper into the age when each penny counts and every morning slacks, through 

the myriads of encounters with people and objects odd and curious in countless ways, we 

sometimes may start wondering why those things around us work no miracles anymore to 

satisfy our unsatiable intellectual appetites and spiritual tastes. And as for the youths the 

inspiration comes from the world outside and naturally leads them to the top of the highest 

mountains and bottom of the deepest sea trenches, we now see that our internal power banks, 

which have been accumulating the joy of the thousands of sunsets and burthen of the 

sleepless nights, they start charging our inspiration, being aided by a glass of fine wine, a 

loupe, and a book on a subject that only makes sense at this age.  

The second edition of the NSI-NB 

Show-and-Tell Competition was all 

about inspiration. In fact, for a collector 

on a hunt it is not an uneasy task to 

explain, even to the closest people, 

what drives their curiosity, powers their 

effort, and inspires their spendings. The 

competition was aimed to celebrate the 

power of inspiration, as the willing participants gutted the drawers in search of an item that 

inspired them in one way or another. As the result, ten excellent entries were received from 

members of both branches of the Numismatic Society of Ireland. Their inspiration arose from 

the nude of the French medallic art, astonishing skills of the amateur engravers capable of 

squeezing a whole prayer onto the flan of a small coin, from the bonds of friendship grown 

between a rescued chicken and a collector broiling with impatience to show off his otherwise 

unspectacular coins to a living soul that would definitely take a peek at them. The subjects 

included odd and curious primitive money, an unexpected gold-rich alloy of an Irish 

Gunmoney, beautiful historical 

medals each telling its own and 

unique story, a seminal work of 

classical numismatic literature, 

amongst the others articles. All 

these objects and short narratives 

tell us the story of inspiration that 

sustains our curiosity, breaks us into 
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a smile, and make us love and treasure the world we live in through our hobby that always 

exhibits the best side of the coin.  

We do hope that the reader of this article will enjoy the following narratives and their visual 

aids, which may even inspire them to put aside their collection of stamps and needlecrafts to 

buy a coin – just give it a chance, for fox sake! – as a first step in becoming one of those 

numismatic air-mongers and scholars who see a world in a grain of sand, and a heaven in a 

wild flower.  

Dr Alexey Shitvov 

The Numismatic Society of Ireland (Northern Branch) 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 1 

ANNE – MEDALLION (JACOBITE INVASION 1708) 

Desmond Rainey 

Member NSI-NB  

This medallion of Queen Anne depicts the attempted Jacobite invasion of Scotland in 1708. 

James II had died in 1701, and Louis XIV of France now recognised his son as King James 

VIII and III of Great Britain. He is known to history as the Old Pretender.  

France was not doing well in the war against England, with major defeats by the Duke of 

Marlborough. Louis noted seething discontent in Scotland in the wake of the 1707 Act of 

Union, and saw opportunity to use this to his advantage. Spies brought news of influential 

Scots ready to rebel.  

On 13th March Prince James arrived off the Fife coast, accompanied by a French fleet and 

an expeditionary force of 5,000 men. However the English had shadowed them all the way 

and prevented a landing. The enterprise was abandoned.  

This medallion, by John Croker and Samuel Bull, marks the defeat of the expedition. Queen 

Anne, on the obverse, was half-sister of the Old Pretender. On the reverse the figure of 

Britannia protects Scotia, while the French fleet is shown being put to flight – Classe Gallica 

fugata. The exergue explains that this event happened near the Straits of Edinburgh on 14th 

March 1708. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 2 (RUNNER-UP) 

OLIVER CROMWELL 1599 - 1658 

Michael Kenny  

Member NSI (Dublin) 

The coins of Oliver Cromwell are now beyond the reach of the average collector. Crowns, 

halfcrowns and shillings are not rare, cropping up regularly at auction sales, but the prices, 

like many others, have become prohibitive. 

Attractive portrait medals can still be acquired for relatively modest sums such as this white 

metal restrike of Dassier’s medal.  

OBVERSE: Draped and laureate bust left, legend OLIVARIUS CROMWELL. J.Dassier below.  

REVERSE: Legend around, Born 1599. Declared Protector 1653. Died 1658.  

The central field contains a further inscription in eleven lines: 1649 THE / CLAIM OF THE / 

STUARTS DISAVOWED. / 1650 POTATOES / FIRST CULTIVATED. / 1651 CHARLES II HID 

HIM / SELF IN AN OAK TREE AT / BOSCOBEL STAFFORDSHIRE / 1653 CROMWELL / 

DISSOLVED THE LONG / PARLIAMENT. 

The original set of 34 medals were issued by John Dassier in 1731 for 15 guineas silver and 

6 guineas bronze. These medals were 41mm diameter, with the exception of Cromwell, a 

commoner, at 38mm. This restrike was struck in 1830 by E. Thomason, 38mm, Eimer 1236.  

It is important for beginners to keep any earlier collectors’ tickets, as illustrated here, this is a 

lesson I learned the hard way. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 3 

HISTORIA NUMORUM OF BARCLAY V. HEAD 

Keith Mawhinney 

Member NSI-NB 

The joy in handling a Greek coin, apart from its aesthetic value, is feeling a connection with 

the people who may have handled it over 2,000 years ago.  To understand these people, you 

need to understand the context of the coin. Using ancient texts such as Herodotus, Strabo or 

Diodorus is a starting point but leveraging the knowledge and interpretation of scholars from 

the late Victorian age onwards provides you with a wealth of additional information.   Early 

studies of Greek coins were fragmented, often just catalogues of personal collections, but in 

the early 1900’s a number of scholars attempted to codify Greek coinage.  One of earliest and 

most successful of these was Barclay Head, who was keeper of the Department of Coins and 

Medals at the British Museum from 1893 to 1906.  His Historia Numorum, illustrated here, is 

the first book I turn to when acquiring a new coin.  This version is threadbare through constant 

use, but it has that old antique feel despite being the later 1911 second edition of his seminal 

work.  While some opinion may have been superseded, his careful and analytical approach 

always provides a solid foundation for research. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 4 

A MEDAL CELEBRATING A MARRIAGE BUT WHO’S? 

Alan Dunlop 

Member NSI-NB 

My item for tonight’s Show and Tell is a lead-alloy medal of 55mm in diameter. 

It was bought some years ago on eBay; I thought it unusual in style and somehow familiar and 

the description seemed interesting. It was described as supposedly to commemorate the 

marriage of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York, the daughter of Edward IV, and referred to a gold 

medal of the same design in the British Museum where this attribution is mentioned in ‘Medallic 

illustrations’ compiled by Edward Hawkins and published by the Museum in 1885. 

The obverse depicts half-length figures of a bride and groom holding hands. The groom is 

wearing a chaplet of roses and the bride is wearing a crown. The legend in a pseudo Gothic 

font reads ‘We unite our desires under a friend’s right hand’  

The reverse has an inscription surrounded by a wreath of roses; translated it reads ‘A chaste 

wife is a sweet rose’, the outer legend reads ‘As the rising sun is the ornament of the day so 

is a good wife the ornament of her house’ 

Some years later I discovered an illustration of this medal in Ducarel’s 1757 book on Anglo-

Gallic coins where he devotes a thirteen-page chapter suggesting that this medal celebrated 

the marriage of John of Gaunt and Constance, the heiress to the throne of Castile and Aragon. 

She was the daughter of Pedro the Cruel (or Just) who both John and his brother Edward the 

Black Prince had aided in the defence of his throne. 

For some reason I had never felt comfortable with either of these attributions. If it was John of 

Gaunt and Constance the style is more 16th century than 14th century and almost certainly not 

English. 

If it was Henry VII and Elizabeth, Henry was already king and would have been wearing a 

crown.  

If I am correct, who then are the happy couple? 

Recently, I saw a medal of similar style and bearing a legend with the very distinctive pseudo-

gothic font, on sale in a CNG auction. It was described as one of a series of medals issued by 

Jewish goldsmiths in Prague in the late 16th century commemorating the ancestors of the 

Hapsburg Dynasty. These are known as ‘Prague Judenmedailles’ and in my opinion this medal 

is one of this series.  
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After some research I have come to the conclusion the couple are Philip le Belle (Handsome) 

Duke of Burgundy, the son of the Emperor Maximilian and Mary the Duchess of Burgundy, 

and Joanna la Loco (Mad), daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile and Aragon and the 

sister of Katherine of Aragon, the 1st wife of Henry VIII. 

This marriage was probably brokered by Maximilian and Ferdinand to curb the rising power of 

France. Then fate took a hand when Joanna’s brother, sister and nephew died and she 

became Heir Presumptive to the thrones of Castile and Aragon.  

Philip died at the age of 28 and their eldest son Charles, on the death of his Grandfathers 

Maximilian and Ferdinand, became Charles V Holy Roman Emperor and Charles I King of 

Spain. Charles in turn was the father of Philip II of Spain, husband of Mary Tudor and until her 

death, King of England. 

The common thread between the three couples is that the brides were heirs to Royal titles and 

the grooms, either by agreement or by conquest, would become jure uxoris kings of their wife’s 

realm. This theory would seem to be supported by the symbolism of the bride wearing a crown 

and the groom a chaplet of roses. 

I have, as yet, been unable to find a reference book on this series of medals, therefore I can’t 

confirm that my theory is correct as to the identity of our couple. Therefore, my search 

continues; unfortunately, if I am correct their story was far from being a happy one. 

The one big question is why would anyone strike a Commemorative Medal without naming 

the people being commemorated? 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 5 

THE SECRETS OF THIS GUNMONEY SIXPENCE 

Philip Timmins 

Member NSI (Dublin) 

This coin is not what it seems!!! I’m worried as a Gunmoney collector that coins like this are 

going to start disappearing.  

It looks like a normal authentic September 1689 sixpence but …  

Metallurgy testing can determine a coins authenticity, fineness, debasement, adulteration, 

fabrication, dating and provenance of the raw materials can be determined. 

I’ve been working my way through both my collection and any other coins I can get my hands 

on to build a Gunmoney signature database (by X-ray fluorescence, pXRF ). 

So testing has confirmed that this sixpence is real (by its signature) and the raw material 

probably comes from a central European origin. (no arsenic and a high nickel content). 

The mean elemental composition of Gunmoney samples to date is  

Copper (Cu)  86.59% 

Zinc (Zn)  7.50%  (copper zinc ratio changes the colour, > zinc more yellow)  

Tin (Sn)  3.08% 

Lead (Pb)  2.10%  (To improve the flow during striking)  

Nickel (Ni)  0.17%  (Swedish copper has no nickel)  

Iron (Fe)  0.23% 

Antimony (Sb)  0.05% 

Note: A 1672 English farthing (Swedish copper) was analysed alongside the unknown 

samples to act as a guide and gave a result of Cu 99.51%, Zn 0%, Sn 0%, Pb 0.33%, Ni 0%, 

As 0%, Fe 0%. 

But one element that I did not expect in the elemental analysis of this coin is that it contains 

16.48% gold. The coin is approx. 4gms so it has 0.6592g of gold. Gold spot price (May 2022) 

is around £48/g or 57 Euro/g. So this coin has approx.. £32 or 38 Euros of gold in its structure. 

I am sure in the not too distant future all major sales of expensive coins will include an 

elemental analysis of the coin to determine its authenticity. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 6 (WINNER) 

A DEFACED 1885 THRUPPENCE OF VICTORIA 

Nicholas Wright 

Member NSI-NB 

This silver thruppence dated to 1885 was given to me by Noel Clarke. Struck in 1885, during 

the reign of Queen Victoria, it provides a tiny but exquisitely produced act of defiance. By 

1887, the royal head on the obverse had been erased, ground flat to provide a blank silver 

canvas. The upper half of the blank coin was carefully inscribed with two Catholic prayers 

followed by the year 1887 and the cluster of initials, H·A.R·E.O·S. The lower half of the coin 

was then skilfully engraved with floral patterns. Featuring both the Hail Mary and the Catholic 

version of the Our Father, the re-worked coin probably served as a religious token. 

The decoration of the piece was beautifully executed. However, defacing the coin by removing 

the portrait of Victoria, both queen and head of the Anglican Church, was as illegal as it was 

defiant. The 1880s saw political turmoil in Ireland with increasing violence between pro- and 

anti-Home Rule groups. Removing the royal portrait – representing the British and Anglo-Irish 

monopoly of civil and religious power – and its replacement with Catholic prayers can be seen 

to represent the burgeoning struggle against the establishment writ small. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 7 

THE YOUTH, THE BIRD, THE HEART OF GOLD 

(IN MEMORIAM MEAM AMICAM PLUMEIS) 

Dr Alexey Shitvov 

Member NSI-NB 

“You become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed.” 

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, ‘Little Prince’ 

Their headcount of 25 billion makes them the largest population amongst feathery souls. Food 

for most walky-talkies, they can be affectionate pets for the big-hearts. Compassion was the 

reason to add these two Greeks depicting cockerels to my otherwise dull collection of ancient 

bovines. Although their symbolic meaning on these coins in not certain, Greeks kept roosters 

in high regard, whilst eminent Romans habitually consulted prophetic chickens on matters of 

the utmost importance. The rooster was a sacred animal of Asclepios, god of medicine, 

heralding the soul of the dead that it was to guide to the Otherworld. Lucian passed a story of 

youth, called Alectryon, charged by Ares to guard his master enjoying time with Aphrodite. 

Light-hearted Alectryon fell asleep, letting the sun-god Helios run into the lovers. Furious Ares 

turned the boy into a cockerel, so that he would never forget to announce arrival of the sun. 

Wondering amongst the ruins of Pompeii I marvelled at frequent cocks and hens depicted on 

ancient frescoes and mosaics, hinting on their special meaning for those forever congealed in 

ash and stone. At the boathouse in Herculaneum, I watched a live cockerel crowing to the 

resurrection of the victims of Vesuvius perished in pyroclastic inferno in AD 79. Whether it be 

the rooster perched on the top branch of the sacred ash Yggdrasil in Norse sagas, or the 

rescued chicken shuffling on my laps to share a peek at my ancient coins, our fellow earthlings 

are not merely food, but above all, colourful heralds of vigilance, curiosity and hope. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 8 

A NEW ANGLE ON ‘SHOW-AND-TELL’… A TYPICAL MEETING OF THE 

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND, NORTHERN BRANCH …? 

Ian d’Alton 

Member NSI (Dublin) 

The Société des Amis de la Médaille Française [the Society of Friends of the French Medal] 

was founded in Paris in 1899, the brainchild of arts administrator and critic Roger Marx.  Struck 

art medals were commissioned from leading sculptors and medallists; subscribers paid an 

entrance fee and an annual subscription.  Two medals were to be issued annually, but actually 

five were in most years.  Each subscriber was entitled to one medal in bronze, although they 

could have it in another metal.  The SAMF commenced issuing in 1900.  It existed for little 

more than a decade.   The last regular issues were made in 1914, with a final few in 1920, 

long after the Society had gone into suspended animation.  Sixty-three medals – 23 round, 40 

plaquettes – were produced, mostly in silver and bronze, but with a very few in gold and 

silvered bronze. Mintages rarely exceeded 250.  They are rare items today, and highly sought 

after. 

This is the medal issued in 1901 to mark the Society’s foundation.  Designed by medallist and 

fine artist Alexandre Charpentier (his wonderful work is in the Musée d’Orsay, Paris), it has a 

classical reference, including no clothes.  Anyone fancy the Nudemismatic Society of Ireland, 

then….??!!  
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COMPETITION ENTRY 9 

COIN OF KAUNOS, CARIA 

Randal Scott 

Member NSI-NB 

The coin depicted above is a silver Stater from the ancient city of Kaunos in Caria. Kaunos is 

sited on the SW coast of Asia Minor (modern Turkey) facing Rhodes. It was of Greek origin, 

from about the 8th century BCE, becoming an important naval port by the 4th century. 

The coin is somewhat of archaic style, although dating from about 430 – 410 BC. Its weight is 

11.69g and diameter 20mm. At this time Kaunos would have been part of the Delian League. 

The obverse depicts the winged goddess, Iris. She is running left, holding a kerykeion (a 

herald’s staff) and a wreath. Iris was a messenger for the Olympian Gods and especially for 

Hera, the wife of Zeus, carrying messages from the heavens to earth. Iris was also the 

goddess of the rainbow, again particularly apt because a rainbow was seen as a connection 

between the sky and earth. 

The interpretation of the image on the coin reverse was uncertain for a time but is now known 

to represent a baetyl or a sacred stone. The old city of Kaunos has been under excavation 

since 1966. During the 1991 excavation season a conical piece of limestone was found in the 

centre of an unusual round building. It is thought that the stone was subject to cult worship 

and is the one depicted on the coin. Baetyls in the ancient world were often meteorites and 

thus venerated as being sent by the gods. The people of Kaunos may have thought their stone 

was of meteoric origin. 

In summary, this is an interesting coin depicting connections between the earth and sky; Iris 

as a messenger of the gods from above, Iris as goddess of the rainbow which touches both 

earth and sky and a physical message from the sky in the form of a possible meteorite. 
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COMPETITION ENTRY 10 

CELEBRATION OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT 

Derek Kerins 

Member NSI (Dublin)  

Item.1  Chinese 'Knife Money' 400-225. BC. 

Item.2  Chinese An Yang 'Spade Money' 300BC. 

Item. 3  Chinese 'Bridge Money'( Chin) 400BC. 

Item. 4  Ae Vientiane 'Canoe Money'18-19 century AD. 

Item. 5  Chinese 'Fish Money' ( Chin) 400BC. 

Item. 6  'Tiger Tongue' Money 18 Century AD. 

Item.  7  Chinese 'Pan Yang' 25 Spade.  14-25 AD. 

Item.  8.  Silver ' Wire Money' Persian Gulf 16Century. 

Item.  9.  Cowrie Shell. /   Asia,Africa/ China. 

Item.  10  Siam ,  'Bullet Money'   1350 -1861 AD. 

Item.  11  Olbia, 'Dolphin Money' 5 th Century BC. 

Item.  12.  Russian Stamp exchangeable for cash 1914-16. 

Item.  13.  Olbia, 'Arrow Money' 5th Century BC. 
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